English

The Forest Spring Term 1 Newsletter

We will be exploring different
types of poetry and
producing our own based on
Australian animals.
Following this, we will be
creating Australian animal
fact files.
We will be exploring
Australian stories to produce
our own narrative.

We will be expanding our
knowledge on multiplication and
division, through objective based
groupings.

Follow us on twitter!
@BartonCloughSSC
Please
remember to
read EVERY
NIGHT. Parents,
carers, older
siblings and
pupils can sign
reading record
entries.

Australia
This half term, we are learning
all about Australia. The children
have come up with different
questions about Australia and
what they would like to learn
about specifically.

Maths

Other information:
Please ember,
children are to wear
full P.E kit on a
Friday. This includes:

White t-shirt

Black/blue
shorts or
tracksuit bottoms


We will be building our
mathematically vocabulary and
identifying maths topics link through
learning about fractions.
We will continue our statistic
learning towards the end of term.
.

Trainers or pumps

EHCPs:
There will be dedicated time each
week to ensure that any therapies
identified in individual EHCPs take
place. This includes those
recommended by the SALT
pathways identified for pupils. We
will continue to be supported by
Penny Moran for all areas of speech
and language.

PE:
This term we will focus on Cricket.
The skills we will be exploring are: team
work, striking, throwing, catching,
hand-eye co-ordination, bowling and
batting.
.

Homework:
Comprehension questions will be written in your child’s green homework book on a
Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday. These are to be completed on the day and
returned back to school the following day.

Food Tech:
Following our Australian theme, here
are our food tech dishes for the half
term




Lemintons
Zucchini
Election Slice

PSHE:
We will be continuing our work on The Hidden Chimp. Please discuss with
your child weekly.
We will also be exploring self-care, animal-care and supporting others.
Mrs Brighouse will continue her
Thursday learning of R.E, cooking and
computing.
We hope you find this newsletter useful and if you have any questions or queries,
please don’t hesitate to contact school on Class Dojo.
Thank you from Mrs Mitchell, Miss Donoghue and The Forest Team

